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END OF SEASON REPORT
Northern Strand Community Farm: Year 1

2016 NSCF Activities

A Great First Year at NSCF!

The Northern Strand Community
Farm started off with a bang at an
Earth Day cleanup of the site. In
May and June, ECG focused on
prepping and planting the site
and remediating the soil. We
hosted volunteer days three days
a week at the farm, and began
deliveries of organic produce to
the Bread of Life Food Pantry in
July. In addition to these regular
workdays and volunteer times,
we attended the Everett Farmers’
Market to conduct outreach, and
hosted monthly events at the
farm:
• May: Herb Spiral Construction
• June: Scout Day
• August: Kids Can be Heimlich

Heroes
• September: Seed-Saving

Workshop
• October: Farm Cleanup

Everett Community Growers volunteers donated an estimated
200 pounds of organic produce to Bread of Life food pantry
in Malden, including 100 pounds of greens such as mizuna,
arugula, swiss chard, spinach, and kale. At least 35 pounds of
tomatoes were also donated throughout the season. Several
additional bags of greens were harvested at the Farm Cleanup.
Nine cubic feet of water were used in 2016.

It was exciting to see residents
enjoying the bike path and the
community garden throughout
the growing season. Highlights of
the farm activities included the
involvement of Malden Catholic,
the Honda group, the Girl Scouts,
students from Everett High
School and Pioneer Charter
School, and more!
Thanks to Outreach & Education
Coordinator Eleanor Gayhart for
leading these great activities!
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Volunteers

Limitations
Produce tracking only included the
vegetables that were delivered to Bread
of Life, and therefore does not represent
the total productivity at NSCF. ECG got a
late start to the growing season at NSCF
since it was the first year— deliveries did
not begin until July 5th. Furthermore,
“light” veggies including greens and
herbs were a focus of the farm so may not
be comparable to other community
gardens. Drought was also a limitation.

Looking Ahead

In addition to school groups and other groups that
attended special events, NSCF had a total of 56 unique
individual volunteers in 2016 (with some admitted
overlap). These folks were essential to the success of the
farm and they helped with everything from rototilling to
composting to graywashing the wall. The site was nearly
entirely run by volunteers especially after July. Some
high school students were also paid volunteers at the
farm. This core group volunteered 186 total hours of
their time to harvest and deliver the produce via the
bike lane to the food pantry. Students also helped with
watering and weeding at the farm. They weighed the
produce for tracking and kept track of the watering
schedule for the farm.
Special thanks to everyone who volunteered at the farm
over the summer— and especially to Sean O’Brien for
helping us get up and running, to the City of Everett for
supplying the water, to Rosa De Maria for hosting our
canning workshop and helping at the farm, to Samantha
Lambert and her family, to the high school students, and
of course to Evelyn Gayhart!

A better system and new scale are
needed for next year so that volunteers
can better track how much food is being
grown and donated. In addition to
tracking the food to be delivered, ECG
could allow volunteers and community
members to “sign out” the produce they
are taking home. ECG can also extend
the growing season on both ends of the
season once lighting is installed. ECG also
intends to consult BOL to inform the 2017
production schedule and complement
the fresh produce they are already
receiving. More educational activities and
potential site expansion is in the works for
next year, in addition to art projects.
Finally, a volunteer group may work
collaboratively in lieu of having a single
Community Farm Manager at the site.
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